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Abstract Accurately measuring a population and its attributes at past, present, and
future points in time has been of great interest to demographers. Within discussions
of forecast accuracy, demographers have often been criticized for their inaccurate
prognostications of the future. Discussions of methods and data are usually at the
centre of these criticisms, along with suggestions for providing an idea of forecast
uncertainty. The measures used to evaluate the accuracy of forecasts also have
received attention and while accuracy is not the only criterion advocated for eval-
uating demographic forecasts, it is generally acknowledged to be the most impor-
tant. In this paper, we continue the discussion of measures of forecast accuracy by
concentrating on a rescaled version of a measure that is arguably the one used most
often in evaluating cross-sectional, subnational forecasts, Mean Absolute Percent
Error (MAPE). The rescaled version, MAPE-R, has not had the benefit of a major
empirical test, which is the central focus of this paper. We do this by comparing
10-year population forecasts for U.S. counties to 2000 census counts. We find that
the MAPE-R offers a significantly more meaningful representation of average error
than MAPE in the presence of substantial outlying errors, and we provide guidelines
for its implementation.
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Introduction
Any summary measure of error should meet five desirable criteria: measurement
validity, reliability, ease of interpretation, clarity of presentation, and support of
statistical analysis (National Research Council 1980). The most often used summary
measure of forecast error, the MAPE (Mean Absolute Percent Error), meets most of
these criteria with one important exception, the lack of measurement validity. Being
an arithmetic mean it is affected by extreme values and often overstates the error
represented by most of the observations in a population forecast. For the MAPE,
extreme values occur only at the high end because it is typically based on a right-
skewed distribution of absolute percentage errors bounded on the left by zero and
unbounded on the right. In a comprehensive analysis of county-level projections, the
MAPE was on average higher by about 30–40% than robust measures of central
tendency for most methods and projection horizons (Rayer 2007).
The upward bias of the MAPE is unfortunate because accuracy still remains the
most important forecast evaluation criterion (Yokum and Armstrong 1995). Because
of the shortcomings of the arithmetic average in an asymmetrical distribution,
statisticians suggest alternative measures. The median is one such alternative, but it
ignores most of the information and has less desirable statistical properties than an
arithmetic mean. Other alternatives include the geometric mean, the symmetrical
MAPE (SMAPE), and robust M-estimators. Tayman and Swanson (1999) found that
M-estimators more accurately reflected the overall error in a set of forecasts, but
they lack the intuitive, interpretative qualities of the MAPE and are unfamiliar to
many users and producers of population forecasts. They also found that SMAPE,
which is a linear transformation of the MAPE, was not a suitable alternative to the
MAPE and suggested the use of non-linear transformations to transform the skewed
absolute percentage error distribution into a symmetrical one.
In this paper, we focus on a rescaled version of the MAPE. The rescaled version,
MAPE-R, was introduced by Tayman et al. (1999), given a limited empirical test by
Swanson et al. (2000), and conceptually and computationally refined by Coleman
and Swanson (2007). MAPE-R is based on a power transformation of the error
distribution underlying the MAPE. It is designed to address the impact of outlying
errors on the MAPE, which can overstate the error represented by ‘most’ of the
observations, while still preserving the valuable statistical properties of an average.
However, MAPE-R has not had the benefit of a major empirical test, which is the
central focus of this paper, along with providing criteria for its implementation. The
initial investigations of MAPE-R included empirical illustrations in the form of case
studies for estimates (Swanson et al. 2000) and for forecasts (Tayman et al. 1999).
However, the case study data were not intended to provide a comprehensive
empirical portrait of MAPE-R, its features and characteristics, which this paper is
designed to do.
Measures of forecast accuracy
Swanson and Stephan (2004) define a population forecast as
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… an approximation of the future size of the population for a given area, often
including its composition and distribution. A population forecast usually is
one of a set of projections selected as the most likely representation of the
future. (Swanson and Stephan 2004, p. 770).
Using this definition of a forecast, population forecast error is then the difference
between the observed and the forecast population at a designated point in forecast
period; that is E = F - O. This follows a long-standing tradition of using the
ex-post facto perspective in examining forecast error, where the error of a forecast is
evaluated relative to what was subsequently observed, typically a census-based
benchmark (Campbell 2002; Mulder 2002). Forecast errors can be evaluated
ignoring the direction of error or accounting for its direction. Measures based on the
former evaluate forecast precision or accuracy, while measures based on the latter
evaluate its bias. Our focus here is on measures of forecast accuracy.
Measures of accuracy commonly used to evaluate cross-sectional, subnational
forecasts can be placed into one of two sets, those that are ‘scale-dependent’ and
those that are not (Hyndman and Koehler 2006). Scale-dependent measures should
be used with care when making accuracy comparisons across datasets so that
different scales which affect the magnitude of these measures are not misinterpreted
as differences in error. The most commonly used scale-dependent summary
measures of forecast accuracy are based on the distributions of absolute errors (|E|)
or squared errors (E2), taken over the number of observations (n). These measures
include:





Root Mean Square Error RMSEð Þ ¼ pMSE;





Median Absolute Error MEDAEð Þ ¼ medianð Ej jÞ:
Both MSE and RMSE are integral components in statistical models (e.g.
regression). As such, they are natural measures to use in many forecast error
evaluations that use regression-based and statistical methods (Alho and Spencer
2005; Pflaumer 1988; Swanson 2008; Swanson and Beck 1994). There is no absolute
criterion for a ‘good’ value of any of the scale-dependent measures. Moreover, as
arithmetic means, the presence of outliers will influence MSE, RMSE, and MAE.
Thus, they implicitly give greater weight to larger error values. One advantage that
RMSE has over MSE is that its scale is the same as the forecast data. Instead of
reporting in terms of the ‘average’ of squared errors, as is the case for MSE, errors
reported by the RMSE are representative of the size of an ‘average’ error. MAE is
also measured in the same units as the original data, and is usually similar in
magnitude to, but slightly smaller than, the RMSE. MEDAE is not influenced by
outliers, but this strength is also a weakness in that it does not maximize the use of
available information on the errors, a trait it shares with many ‘robust’ measures.
Measures that are not scale-dependent adjust for the population size of the area
using a percentage error given by PE = (E/O) * 100. Like the scale dependent
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measures, a positive value of PE is derived by taking its absolute value (|PE|) or its
square (PE2). These measures include:





Root Mean Square Percentage Error RMSPEð Þ ¼ pðMSPEÞ;





MedianAbsolute Percentage Error MEDAPEð Þ ¼ median jPEjð Þ:
Because percentage errors are not scale-independent, they are used to compare
forecast performance across different datasets. The fact that they assume the
existence of a meaningful zero is not a problem in demographic forecasting, as it
would be if, for example, one were forecasting temperatures in the Fahrenheit or
Celsius scales. However, they have a major disadvantage in that they are infinite or
undefined if O = 0 for any observation. Moreover, because the underlying error
distributions of these measures have only positive values and no upper bound,
percentage errors are highly prone to right-skewed asymmetry (Smith and Sincich
1988). This means, for example, that the MAPE is often larger, sometimes
substantially larger, than the MEDAPE. The MSPE and RMSPE provide the same
properties as the MSE and RMSE, but are expressed as percentages.
The symmetrical MAPE (SMAPE) was designed to deal with some of the
limitations of the MAPE (Makridakis 1993). Like MAPE, SMAPE is an average of
the absolute percentage errors but these errors are computed using a denominator
representing the average of the forecast and observed values. SMAPE has an upper
limit of 200%, offers a well designed range to judge the level of accuracy and
should be influenced less by extreme values. It also corrects for the computation
asymmetry of the PE. For example, F = 150 and O = 100 yield a PE = 50%, while
F = 100 and O = 150 yield a PE = 33%. The average of F and O in the
denominator of the PE yields 40% in either situation. Despite these characteristics,
the SMAPE is not a suitable alternative to the MAPE, and did not overcome its
shortcomings (Tayman and Swanson 1999).
Other measures are based on relative errors (Armstrong and Collopy 1992;
Hyndman and Koehler 2006; Swanson and Tayman 1995). These measures compare
the accuracy from two forecasts, which can be based on different methods and
assumptions. They can also compare a forecast from a naı¨ve low-cost alternative to
one based on a formal forecasting method. Measures based on relative errors are
useful for judging the utility of a forecast, or its value in improving the quality of
information upon which decisions are based. A summary of common summary error
measures discussed below is presented along with their characteristics in Table 1.
Mean absolute percent error (MAPE)
Of the preceding measures, MAPE is most commonly used to evaluate cross-
sectional, subnational forecasts (Ahlburg 1992, 1995; Campbell 2002; Hyndman
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and Koehler 2006; Isserman 1977; Miller 2001; Murdock et al. 1984; Rayer 2007;
Sink 1997; Smith 1987; Smith and Sincich 1990, 1992; Smith et al. 2001; Tayman
et al. 1998; Wilson 2007). It is a signal of MAPE’s ubiquity that it is often found
in software packages such as Autobox, ezForecaster, Nostradamus, SAS, and
SmartForecast. In addition, MAPE has valuable statistical properties in that it makes
use of all observations and has the smallest variability from sample to sample (Levy
and Lemeshow 1991). MAPE is also often useful for purposes of reporting, because
it is expressed in generic percentage terms that will be understandable to a wide
range of users.
MAPE is simple to calculate and easy to understand, which attest to its
popularity, but does it meet the criteria for a good measure of error? According to
the National Research Council (1980), any summary measure of error should meet
five basic criteria: measurement validity, reliability, ease of interpretation, clarity of
presentation, and support of statistical evaluation. MAPE meets most of these
criteria, but its validity is questionable. As noted previously, the distribution of
absolute percentage errors is often asymmetrical and right skewed. Thus the MAPE
is neither a resistant nor a robust summary measure because a few outliers can
dominate it and the MAPE will not be close in value for many distributions (Hoaglin
et al. 1983, p. 28; Huber 1964; Tukey 1970). Therefore, the MAPE can understate
forecast accuracy, sometimes dramatically. Consequently, it has tended to reinforce
the perception of inaccurate forecasts.
Mean absolute percent error rescaled (MAPE-R)
That MAPE is subject to overstating error because of the presence of extreme
outliers has long been known, and attempts to constrain the effect of outliers have
taken several paths: (1) controlling variables like population size; (2) using a more
resistant summary of the distribution like a median or M-estimators; or (3) trimming
the tail of the distribution. However, as Swanson et al. (2000) argued, outliers do
inform the improvement of population estimates and forecasts, which is the primary
reason they introduced MAPE-Rescaled (MAPE-R). Eliminating outliers removes
Table 1 Summary of common error measures and their characteristics
Measure Name Equation Description





|PE|)/n Mean of absolute errors
Absolute percent error
transformed
APE-T (APEk) – k/k when k = 0 or
ln(APE) when k = 0










MAPE-R [(k)(MAPE-T ? 1)]1/k MAPE-T Re-expressed into the
original distribution scale
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information and MAPE-R was designed to preserve such information by ‘normal-
ization’ rather than elimination. Two major advantages in using a transformed
distribution are that all observations are kept in the analysis, and all measures of
central tendency will be approximately the same if the transformed distribution is
symmetrical. Among other things, in a symmetrical distribution the mean will be as
robust and resistant as the median.
One might argue that having an upward bias in a summary measure of central
tendency is desirable because large errors should be reflected, if present. We along
with others (National Research Council 1980; Morrison 1971) take a different view.
Measures of central tendency should not be the only criteria to evaluate the error in
population projections. Large outlying errors can and should be examined separately
from the central tendency of error. When data are symmetrically distributed the
arithmetic mean provides the centre of gravity and the centre of probability, and
characterizes the bulk of the distributions. The arithmetic mean provides only a
centre of gravity when data are asymmetrical.
To change the shape of a distribution efficiently and objectively and to achieve
parity for the observations, Swanson et al. (2000) use a standardized technique
designed to generate a single, nonlinear function to change the shape of the APE
distribution. This technique modifies the power transformation developed by Box
and Cox (1964),1 defined as:
yðkÞ ¼ xk  k =k when k 6¼ 0; or
y kð Þ ¼ln xð Þ when k ¼ 0;
where x is the absolute percentage error, y is the transformed observation, and k is
the power transformation constant. One determines Lambda (k) by finding the k
value that maximizes the function:
ml kð Þ ¼  n=2ð Þ  ln 1=nð Þ
X
yi  yð Þ2
h i
þ k  1ð Þ 
X
ln xið Þ;
where n is the sample size; y is the transformed observation; yis the mean of the
transformed observations; x is the original observation.
According to Box and Cox (1964), ml(k) at a local maximum provides the power
transformation (k) for x that optimizes the probability that the transformed
distribution will be symmetrical. In other words, finding k does not guarantee
symmetry, but it represents the transformation power most likely to yield a
symmetrical distribution. We can find the maximum value of ml(k) by solving its
function for different values of k between the range of -2 and 2 and identifying the
largest resulting Box-Cox value (Draper and Smith 1981, p. 225).
To address the effect of a skewed distribution on MAPE, Swanson et al. (2000)
transformed the Absolute Percent Error (APE) distribution using a Box-Cox
transformation and introduced MAPE-Transformed (MAPE-T) as a summary
measure of accuracy for this transformed distribution. The transformed distribution
considers the entire data series, but assigns a proportionate amount of influence to
1 Swanson et al. (2000) used k in the numerator. Box and Cox (1964) used 1.0 in their original
development to assure continuity in k when k = 0. The difference is immaterial.
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each case through normalization, thereby reducing the otherwise disproportionate
effect of outliers on a summary measure of error.
In preliminary tests, Swanson et al. (2000) note that their modified Box-Cox
transformation not only compressed very large values, but also increased values
greater than one in skewed distributions where k was relatively small (less than 0.4).
This property illustrates why this transformation is more effective in achieving a
symmetrical distribution than simpler, non-linear functions that only increase
untransformed errors of less than one. Because many estimation errors are greater
than one percent, the modified Box-Cox equation not only lowers extremely high
values toward the body of the data, but also raises relatively low values. These
characteristics minimize skewness and increase symmetry.2
The transformed APE distribution has a potential disadvantage: transformation
may move the observations into a unit of measurement that is difficult to interpret
(Emerson and Stoto 1983: 124). This is not a trivial issue. As mentioned earlier, the
National Research Council (1980) states that an error measure must have clarity
of presentation. It is easier to think of estimation error in terms of percentages than,
for example, log-percentages or square root-percentages. Interpretation may be
impeded if the modified Box-Cox transformation is used because it is even less
intuitive than simpler transformations, such as the natural log and square root. In
addition to reflecting a new unit of measurement, the average error of the
transformed distribution may reflect a new scale that further complicates clear
understanding and interpretation of error.
Tayman et al. (1999) suggest using one of two classes of nonlinear functions
(quadratic and power) to re-express the scale of the transformed observations into the
scale of the original observations. Using coefficients from regressions of the APEs on
the APE-Ts, they solve for MAPE-R based on the value of MAPE-T. Initially,
regression was considered an effective but cumbersome way to re-express MAPE-T
into MAPE-R. Testing revealed a more serious problem. When k approaches zero,
regression results become inconsistent. With the closed form expression in mind (as
well as the geometric mean), a simple procedure for re-expressing MAPE-T back
into the original scale of MAPE was tested by Coleman and Swanson (2007).3 This
re-expression is found by taking the inverse of MAPE-T4:
2 A potential shortcoming of the Box-Cox transformation is that it is not globally monotonic. Individual
values may have differential influence on the function. Values near the mean of the transformed
distribution have little effect, while extreme outliers may actually reduce the MAPE-T. Because the Box-
Cox transformation has no associated influence function, it is difficult to determine if and when the Box-
Cox will perform this way (Coleman and Swanson 2007).
3 Coleman and Swanson (2007) find this closed form expression for MAPE-R to be a member of the
family of power mean-based accuracy measures. This enables it to be placed in relation to other members
of this family, which includes Harmonic Mean Absolute Percent Error (HMAPE), Geometric Mean
Absolute Percent Error (GMAPE), and MAPE. Given that MAPE-R was designed to be robust in the face
of outliers, it is not surprising to find that it is a valid estimator of the median of the distribution
generating the absolute percentage errors. Simulation studies suggest that MAPE-R is a far more efficient
estimator of this median than MEDAPE.
4 If the optimal value of k found by the Box-Cox procedure is small, between -0.4 and ?0.4, the
transformed APEs are sufficiently far from the original scale that re-expression is required (Tayman et al.
1999).
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MAPE-R ¼ ½ðkÞ MAPE-T þ 1ð Þ1=k:
Is MAPE-R needed?
Swanson et al. (2000) provide a set of guidelines for determining if MAPE-R is
needed. The central issue is the symmetry in the distribution of APEs. If the
distribution of APEs in a given forecast evaluation is symmetrical, then MAPE will
appropriately reflect its centre of gravity. However, if it is right-skewed, with
outliers in the upper tail, then the centre of gravity as measured by MAPE is
vulnerable to being dominated by these outliers, which suggests that the APEs
should be transformed into a more symmetrical distribution. In determining if a set
of APEs should be so transformed, Emerson and Stoto (1983: 125) establish the
following guideline: if the absolute ratio of the highest APE value to the smallest
APE value exceeds 20, transformation may be useful; if the ratio is less than 2, then
a transformation may not be useful; a ratio between 2 and 20 is indeterminate.
If the Emerson-Stoto guidelines find that a transformation is called for or if the
question is indeterminate, Swanson et al. (2000) suggest using a statistical skewness
test to make a final determination in regard to transformation of the APEs. We use
the skewness test developed and tested by D’Agostino et al. (1990). The null
hypothesis tested is that the skewness value = 0, using the 0.10 level of
significance. We recommend this significance level rather than more stringent ones
(e.g., 0.05 and 0.01) because there is a greater cost in terms of a downwardly biased
measure of accuracy in not transforming a potentially skewed distribution.
When the guidelines indicate a potentially useful transformation of APEs to a
symmetrical distribution, the transformation is assumed to be successful when the
average of the new distribution does not overstate or understate the error level and
uses all observations. In this situation, the observations receive nearly equal
weights, closer to 1/n, while the resulting average remains intuitively interpretable
and clear in its presentation.
Data
We conducted our analysis using a dataset covering all counties or county
equivalents in the United States that did not experience significant boundary
changes between 1900 and 2000 (Rayer 2008).5 This dataset included 2,481
counties in 48 states, 79% of all counties. For each county, information was
collected on population size in the launch year (the year of the most recent data used
to make a forecast), growth rate over the base period (the 20 years immediately
preceding the launch year), and forecast errors for 10- and 20-year horizons. The
launch years included all decennial census years from 1920 to 1990. For this
analysis, we selected a 2000 forecast derived from the 1970 to 1990 base period
5 These data were kindly provided by Stefan Rayer, Bureau for Business and Economic Research,
University of Florida.
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(10-year horizon).6 Forecast errors were calculated as the percentage difference
between the population forecast in 2000 and the population counted in the 2000
decennial census. We refer to these differences as forecast errors, although they may
have been caused partly by the errors in the census counts themselves.7
Forecasts were derived from five simple extrapolation techniques: linear,
exponential, share of growth, shift share, and constant share (Rayer 2008). The
forecasts analysed in this study were calculated as an average of the forecasts from
these five techniques, after excluding the highest and lowest. Simple techniques
such as these are frequently used for small-area forecasts and have been found to
produce forecasts of total population that are at least as accurate as those produced
using more complex or sophisticated techniques (Long 1995; Murdock et al. 1984;
Smith and Sincich 1992; Smith et al. 2001). An important benefit of these
techniques is that they rely on readily available data and can be applied easily to a
very large data set. Given the similarity of errors for total population generally
found for most forecasting techniques applied to the same geographic regions and
time periods, we believe the results reported here are likely to be valid for other
techniques and time periods as well.
Analysis
We begin by analysing the entire sample of 2,481 counties (see Table 2). The
MAPE of the original APE distribution was 6.21%. The ratio of the highest to
lowest APE (5,220) (Max/Min) indicates the need for transformation and the
hypothesis of symmetry is rejected (P-value 0.000). Following Tayman et al.
(1999), we use the ratios of the MAPE and the MAPE-R to MEDAPE, respectively,
as indications of the bias of the average as a measure of accuracy.8 For all counties,
this ratio is 1.40 suggesting that MAPE understates the average forecast accuracy by
40%.
The Box-Cox transformation yields a k value of 0.272 resulting in a MAPE-R of
4.42%, which is 29% less than the original MAPE.9 The MAPE-R to MEDAPE
6 This sample of 2,481 counties had average and median sizes in 1990 of 79,100 and 23,400 respectively.
Between 1970 and 1990, they grew at average and median rates of 22 and 14.6%, respectively, with 29%
showing population declines during this period. Rayer (2004) has shown that this restricted sample is
representative of all U.S. counties.
7 We did not adjust these results for changes in census coverage over time. Nationally, the net census
undercount has declined since 1950, except for a small increase between 1980 and 1990. In 2000, both
demographic analysis and postenumeration surveys showed a slight overcount at the national level
(Robinson et al. 2002; U.S. Census Bureau 2003). To our knowledge, estimates of census coverage errors
for counties do not exist. Although changes in census coverage undoubtedly had some effect on the result
reported here, we believe these effects are relatively small and do not affect our findings.
8 This ratio is used as a descriptive tool to help judge the influence of outliers on the MAPE. We relate
two measures of accuracy; one, MAPE, is affected by outliers and the other, MEDAPE, is not. In this
application, MEDAPE is a convenient reference point that provides an error measure free of the influence
of extreme values.
9 The transformation of very small original APEs (\0.20%) resulted in slightly negative values in four
counties (0.2%). Negative values do not substantially affect the resulting MAPE-R and should be set to
zero in practice.
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ratio drops to 0.98, indicating that the transformed APE distribution is much less
influenced by outlying errors than the original APE distribution. The Box-Cox
normalization is successful in that the transformed APE distribution has a skewness
coefficient close to zero and the null hypothesis of symmetry is accepted. The Max/
Min ratio has decreased substantially to 196; however, if the 10 values of less than
0.5 are excluded that ratio drops to 19.6.
The effect of the transformation is seen in Fig. 1, which compares the original
APE and transformed APE-T distributions for all counties. The transformation
modestly increases the APEs up to the median of the distribution where APE and
APR-T are roughly equal. Values above the median are adjusted downward at an
increasing rate, which applies the largest adjustments to the most extreme values. As
a result, the transformed distribution is no longer influenced by outlying errors and
the resulting MAPE-R is smaller than the MAPE.10
The usefulness of the Box-Cox normalization and resulting MAPE-R as an
average measure of forecast accuracy not influenced by outliers is evident when



















Fig. 1 Absolute percent error,
U.S. Counties
Table 2 APE distribution
statistics, all counties











10 Coleman (personal communication 2010) suspects the inverse correlation between lambda and the
percentage reduction in average error may be perfect and nonlinear. He points out that when lambda = 1,
one is using the data ‘as is,’ while when lambda = 0, one is ‘squeezing’ the data by taking logarithms.
Consequently, higher values are reduced more than lesser ones, while intermediate values of lambda
produce intermediate amounts of ‘squeezing’ which increases as lambda goes to 0.
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now take the analysis a step further by examining the county errors separately for
the 48 contiguous states in our sample. We first assess the original APE distribution
for the counties in each state to determine whether or not a transformation is
warranted. Table 3 provides a summary of the transformation decision and detailed
results are found in Table 4.
Eight observations are required to run the skewness test (D’Agostino et al. 1990),
which eliminates six states (12%) from further analysis. In a skewed distribution
with very small samples, the median is a robust measure of central tendency that
would not discard much information.
A transformation was not suggested in seven states (15%). The hypothesis of
symmetry was accepted with P-values greater than 0.10 in these states, and in five
out of seven the Max/Min ratio was less than 20. The Max/Min ratio was greater
than 20 in New Jersey and South Carolina. In New Jersey, excluding the one value
less than 1.5% reduces the ratio to 4.0, while for South Carolina; excluding the 3
values less than 0.3 reduces it to 19.9.
We would expect the MAPE and MAPE-R to be similar in these seven states.
This occurs for the counties in Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire, and South
Carolina. MAPE-R is within 10% of the MAPE for each state as shown in the last
column of Table 4. Counties in Arizona, New Jersey, and Vermont show a greater
divergence between the MAPE and MAPE-R, suggesting a transformation. An
ascending sort of the APEs in these states shows a nonlinear pattern, causing an
upward bias to their MAPEs (data not shown). The MAPE to MEDAPE ratio in
these states ranged from 1.17 to 1.28. The ratio in the four states where the MAPE
and MAPE-R were similar ranged from 0.96 to 0.99. The sample sizes in Arizona
(11), New Jersey (21), and Vermont (14) indicate that the skewness test may not
pick up modest departures from symmetry in small samples.
Transformations were suggested for 35 of the 48 states (73%) by both the Max/
Min ratio and skewness test. In these states, the Max/Min ratio was greater than 20
and ranges from 39 to over 11,000. The hypothesis of no skewness was rejected in
each state at the 0.10 level. Across these states the average of the MAPE/MEDAPE
ratios is 1.32, suggesting on average a 32% understatement of forecast accuracy in
the original APE distributions. The Box-Cox normalization appears to work well in
states whose counties show a skewed APE distribution. The skewness values of
the transformed APEs are close to zero (ranging from -0.196 to 0.030) and the
hypothesis of no skewness is accepted in each state. The MAPE-R is less than the
MAPE for every state, reducing the average error (i.e., increasing the degree of
accuracy) by an average of 26%, with a range of 9.2% to 60.6% (last column in
Table 3 APE transformation
decision, states
No. Percent
Insufficient Sample Size 6 12
No Transformation Suggested 7 15
Transformation Suggested 35 73
48 100
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Table 4). Moreover, the average of the MAPE-R/MEDAPE ratios is now 0.98,
indicating the success of the transformation of achieving measures of average error
not influenced by outliers.
To measure the impact of the skewness on the upward bias of the MAPE, we
regressed the percentage reduction in error against the skewness in the original APE
distribution for the 35 states where a transformation was suggested. A power
function using the natural log of both variables best describes this relationship with
an adjusted R2 of 0.508. The elasticity coefficient (0.670) indicates that for every
1% increase in skewness the upward bias of the MAPE increases by approximately
0.7%.11 Before this research, the sample sizes were insufficient to estimate this
effect.
A possible concern with this transformation is that it could make the data look
‘better’ than they really are. However, the re-expression of the original APE can
either increase or decrease the MAPE-T relative to the MAPE. The latter will
usually occur with more frequency. In the 35 states, the MAPE-T is smaller than the
MAPE in 26 and larger in only nine. To illustrate the effect of the transformation for
these conditions we examined the error by county in Washington (MAPE = 7.38%
and MAPE-T = 4.32) and Pennsylvania (MAPE% = 3.36 and MAPE-T = 8.83).
Figure 2 shows the more typical case illustrated by results for the State of
Washington, where a k of 0.361 results in an upward adjustment of a relatively few
small original APEs, modest downward adjustments to errors close to the main body
of the data, and an increasing downward adjustment as the APE moves away from
the bulk of the observations. In this case, the MAPE-T is portraying an average
accuracy that is probably biased downward; therefore the adjustment to MAPE-R
increases the average to 6.32%. In Pennsylvania, a different pattern of adjustment
emerges (see Fig. 3). The smaller k of 0.110 causes the bulk of the observations to
adjust upwards. This upward adjustment lessens toward the upper end of the
distribution and for the relatively few highest values a substantial downward


















Fig. 2 Absolute percent error,
Washington Counties
11 A regression model including Arizona, New Jersey, and Vermont had an adjusted R2 of 0.494 and an
elasticity coefficient of 0.508, showing a slightly smaller impact of skewness on upward bias.
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larger than the MAPE and is probably biased upward; therefore the adjustment to
MAPE-R decreases that average considerably to 2.04%.
Conclusions and suggestions for future research
MAPE is a suitable measure in many instances (Campbell 2002; Rayer 2007).
However, it is often based on a right skewed distribution of APEs, which pulls
the average error upward and understates the forecast accuracy of the bulk of
the observations. Releasing evaluations that understate accuracy only serves to
perpetuate the perception that demographic forecasts are inaccurate.
To determine if average error is overstated, we offered a two-step process for
evaluating the shape of the original APE distribution. The first step is the Emerson-
Stoto test (Emerson and Stoto 1983: 125), which is based on the ratio of the
maximum to minimum APE. If the first step suggests that the distribution of APEs
does require transformation, use a formal hypothesis test of skewness (e.g.,
D’Agostino et al. 1990) to make the final decision. We also showed how these
criteria can be used to judge the symmetry of the APE distribution, instead of simply
accepting MAPE (or MEDAPE) in a given situation. If these tests indicate that
MAPE is not suitable, we advise using MAPE-R. When a transformation is
indicated by the two-step process, we believe MAPE-R represents an improvement
over MAPE in evaluating the accuracy of cross-sectional, subnational population
forecast as well as cross-sectional, subnational population estimates. Moreover
unlike MEDAPE, MAPE-R preserves information about the structure of error in the
presence of the outliers that affect MAPE.
We also demonstrated that the Box-Cox transformation can normalize a skewed
distribution of APEs and, further, that a simple procedure to re-express the
distribution average (MAPE-T) provided a summary measure of error (MAPE-R)
that is robust, resistant, and compliant with the standards set by the National
Research Council (1980). This procedure worked over a wide range of APE
distributions and accommodated situations where original APEs were predomi-
nately adjusted either up or down and where the skewness ranged from moderate to



















Fig. 3 Absolute percent error,
Pennsylvania Counties
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distribution and reduces the effect of outliers on the summary measure. Using the
technique described by Coleman and Swanson (2007), MAPE-R is easy to calculate
from MAPE-T, is more consistent in terms of monotonicity, and is readily
understandable. Most important MAPE-R is an average measure of forecast
accuracy that is not influenced by the relatively few large errors that tend to
characterize the distribution of APEs.
This empirically-based examination of MAPE-R suggests four areas of future
research:
1. Improving the availability of MAPE-R by developing software that can be
easily accessed in a user-friendly computing environment.
2. Exploring the effect on MAPE-R using an omnibus test of normality that
includes both skewness and kurtosis (e.g., Jarque and Bera 1987) instead of a
test that just considers skewness.
3. Investigating normality functions with influence curves to address the problems
of non-global monotonicity and known instability of the Box-Cox transforma-
tion. One possibility is the geometric average (GMAPE), which like MAPE-R
is not subject to the shortcomings of the MAPE or to the instability of the Box-
Cox transformation.
4. Examining the sensitivity of the k calibration and the structure of the
transformations. For example, would the results by state differ if based on a
single calibration of all counties rather than a state by state calibration as shown
in this paper?
In this paper, we have provided a large scale empirical test of MAPE-R and a set
of refined guidelines for its use. Evidence in the test and elsewhere suggests that
cross-sectional, subnational forecasts are subject to errors that often include
substantial outliers. The results suggest that MAPE-R should be used instead of
MAPE in evaluating these forecasts if substantial outliers are indicated through the
guidelines we offer. Moreover, we argue that unlike MEDAPE, MAPE-R preserves
useful information about the structure of error in the presence of the substantial
outliers. Thus the MAPE-R offers a more meaningful representation of average
error than either MAPE or MEDAPE when evaluations of cross-sectional, sub-
national population forecasts indicate that substantial outliers are present.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution
Noncommercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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